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Why look at municipal networks?  

Scientific literature emphasises e.g.  

• Transational Municipal Networks’ role in multi-level governance (Kern & 

Bulkeley, 2009) 

 

• Information dissemination, knowledge diffusion (Hakelberg, 2011; Andonova 

et al, 2009) 

 

• Mixed evidence of outcomes (Krause, 2012;  Betsill & Bulkeley, 2004) 

 

• Representational challenges (Bouteligier, 2013) 
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Why look at case studies?  

• Studies of scientific literature highlight a case study culture 

 

• Risk of methodological “lock-in” emphasising:  

 - atomisation  

 - incrementalism 

 - centrisms (ethno-, techno-, etc) 

 

• Information recycling – “googlability”, frequency amplifies, replicates 

 

• “Good practice” becomes retrospective, not proactive 
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ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability 

• Founded 1990, operations started 1991  

• Approx. 1200 members  

 

• Triple role - Association, Movement, Agency 

• Representative, campaigning, capacity-building (projects, etc) 

 

• Proposer of Local Agenda 21 

• Related campaigns/activities - Cities for Climate Protection Campaign (CCP), 

European Sustainable Cities and Towns Campaign, EcoMobility Alliance 
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Main dissemination channels 

• Global website plus dedicated websites for different continental regions, 

national offices, initiatives, alliances, projects and conferences.  

• Regular newsletters, e-newsletters 

• Conferences and events 

• Conference publications, books, reports  

• Manuals, training guides 

 

• Case studies since inception  

 - main series 

 - regional series 

 - projects/thematic series 
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How ICLEI describes the series 

 

“ICLEI Case Studies profile locally-based projects that support sustainability. 

– the local context of the project 

– the anatomy of the project 

– results 

– lessons learned 

– the project's replication potential 

– budgeting and financial issues” 

 
http://archive.iclei.org/index.php?id=publications 

http://archive.iclei.org/index.php?id=publications
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2012: Showcasing progress 

• Global review “Local Sustainability 2012: taking stock and moving forward” 

• Annex “Showcasing progress” – a compendium of 14 short versions of the 

case studies numbered 138-151 in the main ICLEI Case Study series.  

 

• ICLEI claims the 14 are “not the usual suspects”  

– suggesting their awareness that some case studies have become too familiar, repetitive 

or informative due to their frequent appearance in collections (both ICLEI’s and 

others)  

 

• This study tests this claim... 
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What’s in the sample 

• From ICLEI’s old website (up to end Feb 2013) 

• Only collections with global scope 

• 164 case studies from (Main) ICLEI Case Study series (unspecified start date after 1991 

– December 2013)  

– The Case Studies are numbered 1-165, although the case studies 98-99-100 are not listed on the website and case 

studies 94-95-96-97 are duplicated as 104-105-106-107. Removing the duplicates and missing case studies thus 

gives a total of 158 studies.  

– However, case study 155 comprises not one but seven case studies that were published jointly with the International 

Energy Agency (IRENA) in 2012. For this reason, this study proceeds on the basis that the main Case Study series 

contains 164 publications (i.e. (158-1) + 7). 

 

• The Climate Roadmap series (2009) - 32 case studies  

• 13 EcoMobility case “stories” (2011)  

• 23 case studies - Local Action for Biodiversity (2008);  

• 6 studies - SWITCH project on urban water management (2011)  

     

   Total 238 studies provide the empirical  

    data for this study.  

•   
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Exclusions 

• IKEN (as an external collection with no obvious ICLEI logo/connection) 

• ICLEI Oceania Case Studies or Resources (which include case studies, but are 

all regional in scope and exclusively concentrate on Australia) 

• ICLEI Japan case studies (national scope; language) 

• ICLEI Canada (national scope; no access) 

• Federation of Canadian Municipalities (as an external collection with no 

obvious ICLEI logo/connection) 

• ICLEI Africa (duplication of main series); ICLEI South East Asia (as a 

regional collection) 

• Local Renewables (duplication plus one external study) 
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Titles and themes 

• Verbs and adjectives 

 

• More - “Involving” (30), “Reducing” (17), “Implementing /action” (13), 

“Managing” (13), “Promoting/encouraging” (12), and “Integrated/integration” 

(12).  

 

• Less - 10 studies referred to “leadership/best” but only 3 mentioned 

“ambition”. Of other categories, 3 mentioned “fighting/ combating” and 2 

“benefiting”. 

 

• Overall - emphasis on participation and awareness-raising, strategic 

management, and actions to reduce negative impacts.  
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Titles and themes (cont.) 

• More - energy (51) and climate change (47) featured prominently, ahead of 

transport (39), urban development (27), environment (23), water (23), and 

waste management (19) 

 

• Prominent measures/sub-themes - economic development (35), renewable 

energy (31), biodiversity (29), energy conservation /energy efficiency (20), 

emission reduction targets (16), welfare/well-being (16) and poverty (14).  

 

• Less - (despite their past inclusion as strategic priorities of ICLEI) pollution 

(3), soil, agriculture, health, disaster prevention, heritage (1)  
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Titles and themes (cont.) 

• More - participation (35), planning (28), management (28; including demand 

management, 32), local cooperation (20) 

 

• Financial/cost issues (12), municipal employees /organisations (10).  

 

• Less - legal or regulatory issues (4) and regional cooperation (3) are examples 

of issues that featured less prominently. 
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The Usual Suspects  

 - 8 countries = 78% of multiples = 40% of all case studies 
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18 municipalities account for  

 - 63.6% of the 121 multiple case studies 

 - 30.8% of all 238 studies. 
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Showcasing progress and the Usual Suspects 

• Did the collection feature a new group of municipalities? Or did the “usual 

suspects” reappear?  

 

• The answer, it seems, is both  

 

• Seven of the case studies featured in “Showcasing progress” involved 

municipalities (and a national programme) that had not previously been 

included in the six case study collections assessed in this study.  

 

• However, seven case studies did present examples from municipalities already 

featured in the six collections.  
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• Two of these municipalities (Iida and Reykjavik) had only previously featured 

in one collection (Climate Roadmap) 

 

• Five municipalities had featured on multiple occasions – Betim (6.5 other 

studies), Cape Town (2 other studies), Ethekwini (Durban), Portland, and 

Toronto (each 3 other studies).  

 

• This tends to underline the validity of claims that certain kinds of 

municipalities tend to be over-represented in discussions on sustainable 

development. 

 

• Of course, it doesn’t mean the case studies themselves are uninteresting or 

contain no new information… only that the same municipalities appear.  
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The invisible 

• Frequently-represented examples tend to come from medium-large 

municipalities, with megacities and small municipalities less frequently 

represented. 

• Various populous countries are not represented at all (e.g. Bangladesh, Nigeria, 

Pakistan, Russia), while others (e.g. China) are seldom featured.  

• Vast tracts of Africa, the Middle East and Central Asia are absent from the 

collections 

• Lack of plurality is observed within Europe (i.e. few former-Soviet countries) 

and the Americas (i.e. few Central American or Caribbean, overwhelming 

emphasis on Brazil, Canada and USA) 

• Oceania appears to be a synonym for Australia (and New Zealand) 
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Possible explanations 

• Resources/staff competencies, history, specific themes or roles within ICLEI?  

• Lack of political organisation or limited relevance of the sustainable 

development agenda (and lack of potential studies) in certain regions? 

(unconvincing!)  

• Activity in other municipal associations? 
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Future studies 

• Deeper analysis of the ICLEI series, by theme or content 

• Comparative analysis including other municipal networks 

• Broader analysis including other literature, e.g. scientific papers, official 

reports, etc 

• Interview studies with case study municipalities or producers 

 

• Such work may enable improved understanding of the types of sustainability 

presented in case studies – and inform and facilitate pluralisation so other 

“sustainabilities” emerge  
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Thank you! 

paul.fenton@liu.se 

www.iei.liu.se/envtech/om-oss/paul-fenton?l=en 

mailto:paul.fenton@liu.se

